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SDL Trados Studio 2019 is Coming Soon
Discover a brand new experience with SDL Trados Studio 2019, the world’s
most established CAT tool. With over 30 years’ experience refining the
essential features required by professional translators and project managers,
SDL Trados Studio is the industry standard to which others aspire.
By continuing to listen to the world’s largest professional translator user base,
SDL Trados Studio has evolved to deliver an improved user experience, new
levels of project productivity and unrivalled quality. So now you can achieve
better translation results faster, more easily, and with increased confidence.
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Experience clear guidance on-demand

Experience instant access to everything

An easier, more intuitive way to learn Studio

A simpler route to finding out more

Getting started with and feeling confident in your use of a CAT tool, such as Studio, as
quickly as possible is vital. Now, from the moment you open the most sophisticated
CAT tool, it guides you through what you need to know to be productive straight away.

Only 50% of CAT tool users know how to get the most from their tool, so getting
the best from your Studio experience matters*. You can now tell Studio exactly
what you need to know with our new Tell Me technology, increasing your access
to features and functionality.

The on-demand learning environment will lead you through each key area of Studio,
allowing you to enjoy a simpler way to learn all the powerful features Studio 2019 has
to offer, and master things at your own pace. No matter how long you have been using
Studio, you can continue your learning experience, discovering more functionality and
uncovering new features.
If you are an LSP or Corporation working with translators, you can also feel confident
that with Studio 2019, they will get going as soon as possible.

To deliver high quality translations, a localization professional needs to have access
to a number of features to help them achieve the best results in the shortest time.
Studio 2019 helps you not only to access the most commonly used features quickly,
but also discover the more powerful features to help you deal with the complexity of
today’s translations, projects.
Whether you are new to Studio or an experienced user, with instant access to
whatever you need, you can be sure that you are getting the most out of
your CAT tool.

*SDL 2016 Translation Technology Insights research study
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Experience high quality assured
Experience effortless project creation
Faster project creation with the new project wizard
Creating projects as quickly and efficiently as possible allows project managers to be
more productive by reducing their administrative workload. Project creation in Studio
2019 has been streamlined to be easier, more intuitive and faster.
With our new project creation wizard you can create a project quickly and effortlessly
in one easy step, saving time and effort. For more complex projects the further steps
are mapped out, giving you complete visibility so you can see exactly where you are
and which other settings you need.
To make Studio 2019 even easier to use, project updates have also been simplified
to be handled more easily and swiftly.
With sophisticated project handling made simple, you can tailor your projects to
ensure maximum productivity.

Higher quality with confidence and control
Quality is seen as king within the translation industry, in fact six times more important
than cost*. Studio 2019 will enable a more streamlined experience, with simple ways
to assure higher quality translations.
Quality Assurance (QA) checks have never been more powerful and flexible. With new
ways to customize settings for each language, Studio 2019 efficiently handles
language-specific quirks to ensure more accurate QA check results and high quality
translations in all languages.
Translation memories are one of your most valuable assets. Now, keeping them up
to date with the latest, most accurate translations has never been easier. You can
experience more control over the Translation Memories Editor and save time maintaining your most prized assets, a key element of ensuring translation quality.
With enhanced quality control, you can be confident that you are achieving
high quality, every time.
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MultiTerm 2019

SDL AppStore

Fine details, consistent translations

Create a unique experience, personal to you

Using correct terminology is crucial to ensuring high quality, consistent
translations. MultiTerm 2019 introduces a host of finer user enhancements
to make working with terminology more intuitive, easier and faster, in order
to ensure those quality standards.

A great experience should allow you to personalize how you work to suit your own
needs. Unique to Studio and unique to you, the SDL AppStore allows you to customize
the way you work with Studio 2019.

You can now enjoy increased visibility with the brand new option to show
term history and the ability to view all term entries with infinite scrolling.

With over 250 apps available on the AppStore, most of which are free, and new
apps constantly being added, the possibilities to customize and extend your Studio
experience are endless.

Let MultiTerm 2019 take the worry away: with the review screen you can now be
confident that the correct terminology is used and the quality of your translations
remains high.
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Need more information?
For freelance translators:

sdltrados.com/translator/trados2019

For translation agencies:

sdltrados.com/lsp/trados2019

For corporations:

sdl.com/trados2019

SDL (LSE:SDL) is the global innovator in language translation technology, services and content
management. With more than 25 years of experience, SDL delivers transformative business
results by enabling powerfully nuanced digital experiences with customers around the world.
Are you in the know? Find out why the top global brands use SDL at sdl.com
and follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, Google+ and sdltrados.com
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